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Prefac 
The present volume is the first of three dedicated to the memory of Geza 
Freud. 
It is my great pleasure to thank the Editor of this Journal, Oved Shisha, 
for making it available for such a tribute to Freud, a project I have accom- 
plished with the enthusiastic collaboration of my friends and fellow 
Associate Editors Ranko Bojanic and Vili Totik. I also want to express my 
genuine appreciation to Hans-Peter Blatt, Rsnald DeVore, Tord Ganehus, 
Jean-Pierre Kahane, Laszlb Leindler, Hrushikesh Mhaskar, Vasil Popov, 
Jozsef Szabados for their kind cooperation which resulted in t 
survey papers published here. My friend Alphonse Magnus solved one of 
Freud’s conjectures specifically at my request so that I uld include the 
solution in these memorial volumes. For this Alphonse 
special gratitude. I am equally grateful to Zeev Ditzian and Vili Totik for 
then- paper providing snapshots of their research reaching far beyon 
Freud’s results on weighted approximations. I[ also thank all those 
mathematicians who submitted papers for these volumes including those 
whose papers could not be accepted for publication for one reason or 
another. 
Finally, I thank Gtza Freud for having been such a wonderful friend t 
me for almost ten years. It was a magnificent experience for me to spen 
twenty-one months of hard labor organizing this collective effort by 
many of us, though I would have much preferred it if the need for sue 
memorial arose only in the year 2042 after Freud had lived one hundre 
and twenty years. 
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